
Appendix C 
What’s Your Function Activity 
 
Part 1 
 
#FunctionMachine.py 
#Robot moves along a numberline with user entering domain value. 
#Robot moves to the correct range value. 
 
from ev3 import * 
#from time import sleep 
 
#Setup light sensors for reflection 
frontlsensor = ColorSensor('in3') 
frontlsensor.mode = 'COL-REFLECT' 
rearlsensor = ColorSensor('in2') 
rearlsensor.mode = 'COL-REFLECT' 
 
#Calibrate light sensor 
s = 0.2 
black = 11 
white = 90 
midpoint = (black+white)/2.0 
 
#Turn motors on 
lmotor = LargeMotor('outB') 
lmotor.reset() 
rmotor = LargeMotor('outC') 
rmotor.reset() 
 
#define the linear function 
def Adam(x): 
    m = 2 
    b = -3 
    return m * x + b 
 
 
while True: 
 
    lmotor.run_direct() 
    rmotor.run_direct() 
     
    x = int(input("Please enter an Integer between -4 and 11 and place the robot on that input 
number: ")) 



    y = Adam(x) 
     
    distance_to_travel = y - x 
   
    if distance_to_travel > 0:      #robot will move forward 
        while lmotor.position < 206 * distance_to_travel:    #moves until it gets to value 
            Error = midpoint - frontlsensor.value()          #light sensor reading 
            lmotor.duty_cycle_sp = 30 - s * Error            #power to left motor 
            rmotor.duty_cycle_sp = 30 + s * Error            #power to right motor 
    elif distance_to_move < 0:    #robot will move backward 
        while lmotor.position > 206 * distance_to_travel:    #moves until it gets to value 
            BackError = midpoint - rearlsensor.value()       #light sensor reading 
            lmotor.duty_cycle_sp = -30 + s * BackError       #power to left motor 
            rmotor.duty_cycle_sp = -30 - s * BackError       #power to right motor 
             
    lmotor.reset() 
    rmotor.reset() 
         
    try_again = input("Do you want to test another input value? y/n:") 
    if try_again == "n": 
        break 
 
 
 
 
Part 2 
 
Function Machine Python program for EV3 robot. 
 
This program utilizes a robot that has two light sensors and the ability to drive back and forth 
along a line. One of the light sensors is located at the front of the robot and connected to input 
port ‘in3’ while the other sensor is located at the rear of the robot and connected to input port 
‘in2’. 
 
A number line is marked out on a sheet of paper taped to  the floor. The distance between the 
values on the number line  is calibrated to the rotation of the robot’s wheels. The exact values 
used in the code will depend on the spacing of the lines and the diameter of the wheels used on 
the robot. The robot will follow the edge of the sheet of paper by sensing the color difference 
between the paper and the floor. The values used in the code will depend on the colors and 
reflectivity of both the floor and the paper. The driving motors for the robot are connected to 
output ports ‘outB’ and ‘outC’. 
 
The robot is placed on a number on the number line. The value of this number is read into the 
robot as input. The robot uses this value as input for a linear function, producing an output 



value. Finally the robot drives along the edge of the paper until the location of the output value is 
located on the number line. 
 
 
 
 


